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Feedback summary for SBC seminar one (07th Nov 2018): 

“Should you become your own boss?”  

The Seminar 1 welcomes over 60 audiences, and 42 feedback forms were collected. This 

feedback report is based on the collected data only.  

Section one – Clients’ general demographical information 
 

Q1. Types of audiences 

The majority of the audiences was from UK student (over 50%), followed by international 

students (around 40%). The rest was comprised by the staff and alumnus.  

By comparing with last year’s feedback report, 

there are more international students joined 

our first seminar this year (at least, more 

interested in this topic).  

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 2 shows the information relating to world regions where audiences come from. Apart 

from the UK citizens, other major audiences come from Asia. This was different from last year 

as the international group was mainly 

European nations in the last year.  
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Q2: Clients’ major (background)  

The same as previous year, a majority of audiences comes from Science/Engineering 

background (41%). This data was also in line with our previous year one-to-one report, that 

is, the people from the Science/Engineering background is our main client group. This 

indicates that this group of people are more likely to consider having their own business in 

our case. 

 In addition, for the “Other” 

option was included the 

background from humanity 

faculty (such as language and 

art).  

 

 

Q3: The level of study  

From the data (figure 4 and figure 5), it implies that the major interested and enthusiastic 

potential clients would come from the 

undergraduate and first-year students, that is, 

younger generation.   

In detail, the proportion of undergraduate 

students was over 57%, and the first year 

students were almost 50%.  

 

In addition, by comparing the proportion of 

“Student’s year of studying” (figure 5), the 

fresh students was almost triple of other 

years’ of groups.  
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Q5: How do they know us?  

The same as the last two years, the email is the most effective way (70%) to target our 

audience, and the following is SUSSED (over 15%). This implies that for the future seminar or 

clinic events, the email and SUSSED are still the most effective way. For the “other” option 

that includes from friends or the lectures. Note that marketing via lectures is the new 

approach for this year.   

 

 

Q6: Reasons to attend the seminar 

The data of “purpose to attend the seminar” was allowing for the multiple selections. 

Unsurprisingly, the major reason they attend our seminar is closely linked to SBC main 

objective that is, “learning how to set up/run a business”. To improve knowledge and skills is 

the second main reason (over 50%), and it follows “curiosity about the topics” (over 20%).  
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Section two: Seminar evaluation 

The overall perception of our seminar was highly satisfied in terms of content and speaker’s 

(Renold) knowledge. The detail results are illustrated in figure 8 to figure 13.  

The relevance of the seminar 

Regarding the respondents’ evaluation of seminar relevance, the following chart (figure 8) 

shows that approximately 78% of clients evaluate the seminar was very good and above.   This 

is higher than last year’s rating.  

 

 

The scope/depth of presentation 

The perception of respondents about the scope/depth of presentation is slightly lower rated 

and might because the diversified audiences come from different background and different 

knowledge level.  On the other hand, approximately 69% of respondents believed that the 

scope (depth) of the presentation was very good and above.  
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Good understanding of the topics 

 

The underlying implication for the following chart (figure 10) demonstrated that a large 

number of respondents believed that the speaker (Renold) have the high standard knowledge 

to deliver seminar content and they were highly satisfied.  

 

 

 

The speaker’s creativity and flexibility 

This figure-11 shows that over 80% of respondents are highly perceived. Renold has a wide 

range of knowledge and commercial sense to answer audiences’ questions in terms of 

creativity and flexibility.  
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The length of the presentation  

 

Based on the last year feedback, we have made some adjustment for the length of the 

presentation. Hence, we have received a better rating this year (please see figure 12).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The recommendation of SBC’s seminar 

 

Although there are a few people would less likely to recommend to their friends/colleague 

about our service, the majority of the audience is more likely to do so. Unfortunately, this 

might be because we cannot meet the requirements and needs of the diversified people who 

come from the different level of 

knowledge and background.  
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Section three: Clients’ comments/suggestions 
From the overall, the comments provide us some valuable information and advice.   

 Regarding facility aspect, the most complained issue is the screen/ projector.   

 Regarding content, most of the respondents want to hear more about our experienced 

consultant Renold.   

What were the most useful aspects of the seminar? 

- Tips and practical examples;  

- Answered many questions (not all) and was motivating. 

- Identifying everyone in the audience's respective business ideas and targeting 

questions/answering accordingly.  

- Attractive market research data.  

- The overall idea of the seminar.  

- Questions to ask myself before setting up a company. 

- The insight from Steve firsthand about the process of starting a business.  

- The experience of the speakers.  

- The practical insights and invited speakers relevant examples.  

- Mr Tang's portion. He's very encouraging and straight-forward. 

- Key questions to ask yourself. 

- The straight to the point advice even if it was hard to hear. 

- The very useful seminar, thank you.  

What changes should be made to enhance/improve this seminar? 

- Improve structure slightly (no overlapping and more concise). 

- Screen/ Visual Aids. 

- Check the technical system before starting the seminar. 

- Working. 

- Not as much focus on the technical aspects of the business (first speaker). 

- More time to speak to the speaker. 

- The guest speaker wasn't very clear about his background and what 'transformation' 

actually means hard to follow. 

- Thinking it is all students attending, rather than staff.  

- Practical tips. 

- Maybe more people giving speeches.  

What additional information would you like to have had covered by the speakers? 

- Their background, plans and path.  

- Some company examples. 

- Using social media in business. 

- How to actually start up and set up a business. 
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In short, respondents highly perceived our seminar. We are appreciated for the valuable 

comments and suggestion for our further improvement.  

 


